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BERNSTE IN

On the Town
All that craziness happens in just 24 hours; and opera’s craziest 
day is one of its most famous creations, the giorno di tormenti 
that takes in bed-measuring, cross-dressing, adultery-thwarting, 
marriage-vowing and much-elsing in four acts of music-theatrical 
revolution and non-stop inspiration: Mozart’s The Marriage of 
Figaro, of course!

So much for obeying the Aristotelian demands of the unity of 
dramatic time and place; but there are musical and theatrical 
pieces and projects that go further than Bernstein or Mozart 
and last an actual 24 hours in performance. One of the most 
ambitious, astonishing and revelatory performances of this 
century – or any other – is performance artist Taylor Mac’s 
A 24‑Decade History of Popular Music, in which the history of the 
United States is told, one hour for each decade, with Taylor Mac 
using 24 costumes, 240 songs and the willing participation of his 
audience to retell and re-queer the story of America through its 
marginalised peoples, their songs and their stories. This isn’t a 
performance, he says, but a ‘radical faery realness ritual sacrifice’. 
Whatever else it is, it is Taylor Mac’s achievement, surely the 
single most theatrically and musically virtuosic performance in 
the history of American music theatre. Having performed the 
piece in a single 24-hour span, he now gives the 24 decades in 
smaller chunks of time …

It’s one thing to give performances that last 24 hours but how 
about composing and staging an opera in a day? Atlanta Opera 
ran multiple editions of their 24-Hour Opera Project, in which 
teams of composers, librettists and performers created fully 
fledged shows in a single day. Not even Rossini managed to get 
through a whole opera before dawn!

Fusing music, performance and cosmic theatre, Karlheinz 
Stockhausen completed 21 ‘hours’ (not each piece lasts a full 
60 minutes) of the 24 he projected in his Klang (‘Sound’) cycle 
before his death in 2007. Each ‘hour’ is for a bespoke 
instrumental combination, often a soloist – a baritone or a 
double bass, a flute or a soprano saxophone – with electronics 
(or, in the case of the 13th hour, Cosmic Pulses, for electronics 

alone). Each is associated, for Stockhausen, with a special place in 
the time-cycle of the day and a frequency on the spectrum of 
colour. It’s music of playful yet celestial brilliance. The hours of 
Klang are ideal places to begin your Stockhausen adventure, a 
journey that will change your musical life, I promise. It won’t 
even take you 24 hours!

Radio 3’s Tom Service proposes onward sonic explorations inspired 
by the music of tonight’s Prom
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